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Ralph Duby, Interpreter

Suggested the first week of September `1966) shell be that which in ovary way
ropcecents balance and harmony, beautiful weather, and after that tit>ia to OeAaOn Of 'storms, problems, winds and rain and a winter that will be that Which onti'ihlos will
long remember in terns of its severity and discontent .

Life in the Earth`s Cente r

Q. What is the truth about human life existing and carrying on within this plane t
Earth as in the books I have read on this subject ?

A. This Awareness suggests that entities who are excarnates, those representing the
poltergeists, those on the threshold are entities who in their etheric form are thos e
who from time to time materialize on the earthly plane„ This Awareness suggests th e
nature of those occurences, explanation of that which is known as ghosts, elemental s
and those dwellers on tI-ie threshold and excarnates are those question ;, that This
Awareness would welcome and those entities in greater understanding of the larger
world of things .

Q. The two North and South Polar openings to the earth written about, is this a truth
or not?

A. This Awareness indicates that there is within the center of the earth life and
civilization, form and energy, but not like that which was indicated in material rea d
and studied .

1. Is this life of a human nature ?

A. Indicated that this is in the affirmative . Suggested the ancient work Ftidorpha
had described in some detail that which is therein eminatod . (Editors comment :Ed Youn:
now in Hawaii, has the only copy of this book we have over run across„ )

When Your Animal Dies

Q . I know this seems of small consequence, but I had a little squirrel which I dearl y
loved, and the way he died and the after-affects just left me so broken hearted that I
fool there is a message here that I can't find. Could you help me ?

A . This Awareness blesses you, for this animal that which was brought into your car e
as if by chance, needing to gain certain sustanco and health, and it is suggested that
once this balance had been achieved that therein that kind of creature no longer abl e
to be within the confine s of other than its original environment and circumstance .
This Awareness stoke you not to grieve, for there was love and force given, and it is
that these creatures, those spirits are those that come and go, manifest themselve s
time after time, that they are never lost .
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ON LOVEDONES PASSED OVER ,

Q . Aro there over any occasions when ono who remains on this piano should reques t
one who has passed over to return ?

A, It is indicated that this never should bo done . That intities indeed who do
solicit those who have moved on and ask that they roturn to those who yet wait o n
this piano, do commit that grievous error which in the eyes of This Awareness is on e
of the most serious and grievous errors that entities may make on this plane .

SfIOULD CTILD'iEN BE TAUGHT PRAYB F

Q . What prayer should be taught to childron that would help then to understand the
universe?

A . It is indicated that the minds of children are thoso minds which are open to thos e
basic Laws and Tenets which have been given by This Awareness, that there can b e
affected that kind of simplicity wherein the Lawof Love, the Law of Grattituda, those
indications with reference to that dictum which indicates that you Jud;jo Not, that
You DMA Self, that you Be HHunble, that those, with some careful stud', be roflecto d
in those simple prayers which may bo given to children ; that children should not be
given those particular prayers which indicato that kind of omnipotence and that kin d
of anthroponorlahisn which is associated so much with prayers that are given to child-
ren on this plane ; that those simple prayers which reflect lovo and gratitude, humil-
ity, unselfishness, are those prayers that aro best understood by children, thos e
which bring them closer to this Awareness .

The Shortost O;aeninG Mossa

Q, Do you have a message for us tonight before we start the questioning ?

A . In the name of the inner Awareness, you are now clean, `rholo and well .

Quality, Not Quantity Neodod inMombersl.i

1. Will our attempt to increase our numbers to 1161; be successful by our bringin g
those experts into our mooting, ?

A. Indicated that there must be that earnest attempt by all those meabors in th e
original group ( those that first gathered around the Interpreter and questione d
Awareness) and associato groups to bring quality, so that questioning and that in -
formation that This Awareness needs to give bo given, That if you search among hund-
reds and find but two, that these two may accomplish more than five hundred .

Qn The Cosmic Night

Q, That can Awareness tell us tonight about the Cosmic Night?

A, Suggested that tides do come in and tides do go out . It is indicated that the
sun does come up and the sun does como dorm. It is indicated that blood does flow ,
that there is pulse . Indicated that there is a rhythmic flow to all patterns that
are positive and to all patterns that are negative . It is indicated that whore ther e
are smiles thorn aro sometimes tears, It is indicated that the : b.ocluty of a child' s
face does indeed change through that collection of ignorance which is ago, That fo r
each up there is a down, That for each movement to the right, there is a left . Tha t
experience is somewhat indeed like a pendulum that does eternally swing. Indicated
that, that force, that universal force in mind that constitutes that undofinabl o
force, uhith is This Awareness, does wait, does sleep .
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OAT TICIMPORTANCEOFOUR GROUP

Q. With my limited amount of time, what should be my connection with this group?

A. It is indicated that for those who can put first things first that this group
should be fist, There is that opportunity rarely afforded entities on this plane
to effect that awareness and that consciousness wherein the real meaning and the rea l
purpose of their lives may be made clear, It is the responsibility of all entitie s
to effect this awareness, to understand this direction and this' purpose, that man y
entities will be born and die and be born again, The busy work, and the many thing s
that happen between these two dark nights are those that do not concern this Awarenes s
except in respect to ., .How?,flow long?,How many?,How many times?,

ON THE REAL CAUE 0Z AI JJERGIg

Q. What is the basic cause of allergies?

A. It is indicated that movement of the mind wherein allergic conditions are indicat-
ed is of ton described as those wrong answers given, those wrong answers repeate d
wherein there does effect from that mind power certain physical conditions that ar e
repetitive . Those indeed who have asthmatic conditions, most bronchial conditions ,
those who have chronic colds, those who develop hay-fever syaptonology, that thos e
who do effect recall, re-cffect through recall incidents wherein they have repressed
from early traumatic experience those particular incidents which were too painful a t
the time to understand or to cope with. Herein lies the pattern of psychosomati c
illness that is always engendered by mind force ,

,OATh'~9	 yEAR9

There are sometimes in dreams those particular signs, those images, those little
pictures which cone from a part of our minds which wo don't use . when we are awake ,
Entities or people use only a small part of their minds when they are awake and much
of their mind most of the time is fast asleep ; but in the night time that part o f
our mind with which we talk, with which we lie, with which we live there are shadows
of things, there are little elves and gnomes and hobgoblins and these come from our
memory of our having lived many tiros before and having done many things before .
And when those elves, and gnomes and'hobgobline cone to the sleeping mind, they
should not be considered as things to bo afraid of, but as interesting things t o
look at, to experience and we need to understand that if we aro a little afraid that
that is when we begin to learn, and when we take away the fear and we enjoy thes e
things that come when our minds are full, then we need not walk away from thos e
images, we need not be frightened by what we see, but enjoy and understand what hap -
pens to us,

I.M.LI~RE,~ ~ EO 0~T. NTH?

Q. Why do people live on earth?

A. It is indicated that entities are placed on this plane of existence for specifi c
purposes, and that although the purpose of entities in many cases differ, that general
reason for life on this plane in this cosmology is to move closer and closer to that
awareness which has been indicated as Cosmic Awareness . That tragedy, that suffering
that alienation which constitutes each human life is a pattern, is a lesson, is a
book full of things which need to be learned ; and that life on this particular plan e
is one of opening one's minds to those greater truths jto those concepts which lie
beyond this piano but at the same time understanding the importance of the here and
the now.
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ON RESPONSIBILITY TO OTHERS

Q. What is the truth about the responsibility that each individual has to those h e
associates with and those who come to him for help and those who refuse sometimes t o
think for themselves? What responsibility does ho have to those people?

A. It has been indicated before that the responsibility that each individual has t o
another individual is that responsibility of outlining to the best of his ability ,
without interest of self, those things which are suggested for the benefit of anothe r
individual . It is also suggested that once another individual is made aware tha t
someone considers them important enough, and loves them enough, to give then that in-
formation which is given to the best of his knowledge, his ability, and his awareness ,
then it becomes absolutely dependent upon the person who receives that information to
act on it, and to no longer expect that the g iver of information becomes a crutch on
which they should loan .

ON "RESIST NOT EVIL "

. . .There is an alien force . There are alien forces which are rampant in the world .
These forces are primary forces of error . They are existent both on the material
plane and they are a part of your reality as well as a part of your actuality . They

are not to be denied. They are to be accepted, to be understood . They must not b e
resisted . It has been stated to you before that you resist not evil . This encom-
passes also that understanding of those alien forces which make up those difficulties
in the world which need to be understood . It is very important that all entitie s
understand that they create those negative forces,those alien forces within their own
minds . These creations exist as certainly as those creations which are good, which
are benevolent, which are merciful, which . are full of love . It must be understood
that those creations, those concepts, those harbingers of ill will, those elves ,
those gnomes, those hobgoblins of the mind are creations, are existent, are more
error concept, this idea which you refer to as a lifetime .

. . .This Awareness indicates that within a twinkling of an oyo, that which is 5 C
million years of your time can he erased . [Within the twinkling of an eye all tha t
which has been acconplishod, all that which represents the martyrdom of saints, tha t
which represents the Groat monuments, that which entities have created out of the
darkness all that represents beauty and life, all that entities look toward wit h
pride, this erased within a twinkling of an eye . It is suggested that the forces of
error always with those on this plane have wished to destroy that which is good ,
This Awareness asks entities to no longer consider that which is good and that whic h
is in error, that which is righteous and that which is unrighteous, for it is indic-
ated that this separateness allows the forces of error to accomplish their primeva l
motive, and it is indicated that for 58 million years they have within their hand s
the moans to accomplish that which is their will within the twinkling of an eye .

Capsuled Wisdom from Awarenes s

. . .It is suggested that humility and patience are the nutrition of those who woul d
become aware,

	

******
. . .humility and patience are the food that nourishes the soul . It is indicated tha t
the Awareness of the soul is created by those thought projections of humility an d
patience .

	

******
. . .It is also indicated that' where walks the moon walk I, that you shod a tear and
this expresses ire . It is indicated that where sleeps the rose, there sleep I .
. . .It is indicated that those who fall should be told how to got up but that the y
should not be picked up .
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